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Automated program evolution has existed in some form for over thirty years. Signal understanding (e.g., signal classification) has been a scientific concern for even longer than that. Interest in generating, through machine learning techniques, a general signal understanding system is a newer topic, but has recently attracted considerable attention. First, I have proposed to define and create a machine learning mechanism for generating signal understanding systems independent of the signal's type and size. Second, I have proposed to do this through an evolutionary strategy that is an extension of genetic programming. Third, I have proposed to introduce a suite of sub-mechanisms that not only contribute to the power of the thesis mechanism, but are also contributions to the understanding of the learning technique developed.

Existing machine learning techniques have some advantages and disadvantages with respect to finding solutions to the general signal-to-symbol problem. Concretely, the goal of this thesis work is to overcome some of these disadvantages without losing any of the important advantages of existing systems.

Two particularly prominent disadvantages of existing machine learning techniques for signal understanding are: that the input must almost always be preprocessed and that domain knowledge must be input in the form of preprocessing or technical details that are not obvious to a signal expert. These two disadvantages can be avoided by the evolution of programs that use parameterized signal primitives.

Three prominent advantages of existing machine learning techniques for signal understanding are: that "real-world" signals can be handled; that, even when learning must be done off line, the learned function can be run in real time; and that the technique mechanisms are well understood, thereby generating faith in the method. One of the thesis goals is to transfer these advantages to the evolution of algorithms.

My thesis work involves iteratively improving the representation, evolutionary environment, and coordination of programs. These evolved programs are each expected to learn to discriminate one signal type from all others in a set of signal training examples. Then multiple, highly fit programs from each "discrimination pool" are orchestrated in a signal understanding system. I have called this paradigm PADO: Parallel Algorithm Discovery and Orchestration. My preliminary work developing the PADO approach and system can be seen in papers such as (Teller & Veloso 1995b; 1995c; 1995a; Teller 1996).

My work concentrates on these learning mechanism innovations and in real world signal domains where the signals are typically large and/or poorly understood. This thesis work is unique in three aspects: No system currently exists that can learn to classify signals with no space or size penalties for the signal’s size or type. No genetic programming system currently exists that purposefully generates and orchestrates a variety of experts along problem specific lines. There is currently no analytically sound mechanism for explaining and reinforcing specific parts of an evolved program.

The main question that this thesis will answer is:

Can the algorithm evolution paradigm be extended (and how far) to apply successfully as a machine learning technique to the general signal-to-symbol problem?
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